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Introduction: organization

I. Evaluation in simple world: no model estimation, and no
nested models
II. What if my forecast models have estimated parameters?
III. What if my models are nested?
nested: null model is a restricted version of alternative
IV. What if my forecasts are real time?

Introduction: scope of overview
(1) tests of equal MSE applied to point forecasts
pair of models
(2) tests of encompassing applied to point forecasts
encompassing: is there information in the alternative
forecast not incorporated in the null forecast?
pair of models
(3) tests of accuracy of density forecasts
single model and pair of models
omit much in the interest of time
many tests: Corradi and Swanson (2006c), West (2006)
multiple models: ditto
Bayesian methods: Geweke and Whiteman (2006)

I. No model estimation, no nested models

(1) testing for equal MSE
Diebold and Mariano (1995) t-test
2
2
losst+h = e1,t+h
- e2,t+h

DM test = mean of loss/standard error
DM test →d N(0,1)
(2) testing for forecast encompassing
Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1998) t-test
losst+h = e1,t+h (e1,t+h − e2,t+h )

HLN test = mean of loss/standard error
HLN test →d N(0,1)

I. No model estimation, no nested models
(3) density forecasts: single model
Diebold, Gunther, and Tay (1998): examine probability
integral transform (PIT)
PIT = prob(y ≤ yt+h )
h = 1: PIT is iid uniform
h > 1: PIT is still uniform, but not independent

DGT: graphically investigate departures of PIT from
uniformity
histogram of PIT series
ECDF against 45 degree line (uniform CDF)

others: formally test by comparing the maximum distance
between the uniform CDF and the ECDF against the
Kolmogorov distribution
test only valid for h = 1

II. What if my models have estimated parameters?
answer depends in part on whether the estimation scheme is
recursive or rolling
recursive: sample expands
rolling: constant sample size, rolled forward
notation: R = # of observations used to estimate model
generating first forecast, P = # of forecasts
West (1996) asymptotics: P, R → ∞ at the same rate
allows use of recursive and rolling schemes

each coefficient estimate →p population value
Giacomini and White (2006) asymptotics: R fixed, P → ∞
allows only rolling scheme

coefficients always include parameter estimation error
GW results are conditional on the forecasts (estimated
parameters, methods, etc.), rather than unconditional

II. What if my models have estimated parameters?
(1) testing for equal MSE: DM test can be compared against
the N(0,1) distribution.
West (1996): Asymptotically, impacts of parameter
estimation error (PEE) on the standard error cancel out.
cancellation occurs because estimation and loss functions
are the same
applies under recursive and rolling schemes

Giacomini and White (2006): Despite PEE, conventional
DM test is N(0,1).
applies only under rolling scheme

challenge: DM test rejects too often for h > 1
adjust standard error for bias (HLN (1997)); not
asymptotically justified for estimated models
moving block bootstrap of forecast errors (White (2000))

II. What if my models have estimated parameters?
(2) testing for encompassing: depends on asymptotics
West (2001): PEE affects the variance of the
encompassing statistic.
standard error in HLN test must be adjusted, as in West
(2001, 2006)
specific adjustment depends on whether scheme is
recursive or rolling
the bigger P/R, the more important is PEE adjustment

Giacomini and White (2006): Despite PEE, HLN
encompassing test is N(0,1).
applies only under rolling scheme

challenge: HLN test rejects too often for h > 1
same as with DM test

II. What if my models have estimated parameters?
(3) density forecasts: single model – alternative tests
PIT/Kolmogorov-based approach: test uniformity of PIT,
making some adjustment for impact of PEE
applicable for h =1, not h > 1

(a) Bai (2003): a test statistic corrected for the impact of
PEE has a simple asymptotic distribution
correct the test statistic directly
Bai’s published results only apply to in-sample analysis.
Corradi and Swanson (2006c) show the Bai result carries
over to densities of out-of-sample forecasts.

(b) Corradi and Swanson (2006a): use conventional test
statistic (max distance between ECDF and 45 degree line),
and bootstrap the resulting non-standard distribution
moving block bootstrap of data, with adjustment for
recursive estimation

II. What if my models have estimated parameters?
(4) density forecasts: pair of models – alternative tests based
on different asymptotics
(a) Amisano and Giacomini (2007): likelihood ratio test
based on log predictive density score
based on Giacomini and White (2006) asymptotics, in
which PEE is a permanent component of forecast error
applicable to h ≥ 1 and many model estimation approaches
but models must be estimated with rolling scheme

(b) Corradi and Swanson (2006b): test based on
distributional analog of MSE (average squared distance
between densities)
based on West (1996)-type asymptotics
non-standard asymptotic distribution which incorporates
impact of PEE; use moving block bootstrap with adjustment
for critical values
applicable to h ≥ 1
applies under recursive and rolling schemes

III. What if my models are nested?
West (1996) requires a variance matrix of moment conditions to
have full rank. But with nested models, the forecast errors are
perfectly correlated, making the variance matrix singular.
H0 : small model true ⇒ e1,t+h = e2,t+h ∀ t

⇒ The population difference in MSE is exactly 0, with 0
variance.
Nested model tests based on West-type asymptotics are tests
of H0 : small model true — i.e., whether some coefficients = 0.
perfectly valid, but whether a coefficient = 0 may not be
what we want to know
We may want to know if forecasts are equally accurate in a
finite sample.
Giacomini and White (2006) asymptotics provide a way of
testing whether forecasts are equally accurate.

III. What if my models are nested?
(1) testing for equal MSE: depends on asymptotics
McCracken (2007) and Clark and McCracken (2005): DM
test has a non-standard asymptotic distribution.
distribution comes entirely from PEE
applies under recursive and rolling schemes
h = 1: asymptotic critical values from McCracken (2007)
h ≥ 1: MC simulations or parametric bootstrap of null model

Under H0 : small model true, the MCM asymptotic
distribution is shifted well to the left of the N(0,1).

Why? Estimation error associated with extraneous
parameters in large model makes MSE(large) >
MSE(small).
Using N(0,1) critical values, the DM test rarely rejects,
whether or not the null model is true.

McCracken (2007) and Clark and McCracken (2005): An
F-type test of equal MSE has much better power.

III. What if my models are nested?

(1) testing for equal MSE: depends on asymptotics
Giacomini and White (2006): DM test is N(0,1).
H0 : conditioned on the forecasts, the forecasts are equally
accurate
applies only under rolling scheme

III. What if my models are nested?

(2) testing for forecast encompassing: depends on asymptotics
Clark and McCracken (2001, 2005): HLN test has a
non-standard asymptotic distribution.
distribution comes entirely from PEE
applies under recursive and rolling schemes
h = 1: asymptotic critical values from CM (2001)
h ≥ 1: MC simulations or parametric bootstrap of null model

Clark and West (2007): N(0,1) critical values reasonably
approximate the CM critical values.

for h > 1, better to use parametric bootstrap of null model

Giacomini and White (2006): HLN test is N(0,1).
H0 : conditioned on the forecasts, encompassing
applies only under rolling scheme

III. What if my models are nested?
(3) testing for forecast encompassing: Corradi-Swanson
approach
Chao, Corradi and Swanson (2001): test of E(e1,t+h X2,t ) =
0 has a standard distribution
West (1996)-type PEE correction of variance is necessary
applies under recursive and rolling schemes
more general, but power often lower than HLN test

Corradi and Swanson (2002): CCS extended to allow for
generic nonlinear alternative models has a non–standard
distribution.
distribution reflects PEE
applies to recursive forecasts
moving block bootstrap of data, with adjustment for
recursive estimation (Corradi and Swanson (2007))

III. What if my models are nested?

(4) density forecasts from pair of models: only one option
Amisano and Giacomini (2007): likelihood ratio test based
on log predictive density score
based on Giacomini and White (2006) asymptotics, which
condition on the forecasts, making PEE a permanent
component of forecast error
applicable to h ≥ 1 and general set of model estimation
approaches
but models must be estimated with rolling scheme

IV. What if my forecasts are real time?
Existing work makes stationarity assumptions that rule out real
time data.
Usual assumption: regression orthogonality conditions
hold both in-sample and out-of-sample.
But predictable data revisions will make the real-time
forecast error correlated with the real-time predictors.
(1) testing for equal MSE, non-nested models
Clark and McCracken (2007): DM test has a N(0,1)
distribution, but only with a standard error corrected for the
impact of predictability of revisions
Monte Carlo evidence: standard error correction is often
helpful, but doesn’t seem essential

IV. What if my forecasts are real time?

(2) testing for equal MSE, nested models
Clark and McCracken (2007): DM test has a N(0,1)
distribution, but only with a standard error based entirely
on the impact of the predictability of revisions
sharp contrast to case of no revisions, in which distribution
of t-test is non-standard
Monte Carlo evidence: taking account of real time revisions
is helpful, but not necessarily essential
punchline: Consider both the F -type test of equal MSE that
ignores the impact of predictable revisions and the t-test
that does not.

Conclusions

I. Evaluation in simple world: no model estimation, and no
nested models
if only things were so simple....
II. What do I do if my forecast models have estimated
parameters?
MSE tests: simple DM
encompassing test: depends on asymptotics, but probably
a good idea to adjust HLN test for PEE as in West (2001,
2006)
densities: take some care to account for PEE

Conclusions

III. What do I do if my models are nested?
MSE tests: depends on asymptotics, but probably a good
idea to use F -test and critical values of McCracken (2007)
and Clark and McCracken (2005)
encompassing test: reasonably safe to compare against
standard critical values (short h)
densities: only one option, which requires rolling scheme
IV. What if my forecasts are real time?
good idea to make corrections for revision predictability in
Clark and McCracken (2007), but also consider some
uncorrected tests

Conclusions: other challenges
With typical sample sizes, it is not often the case that one
forecast robustly beats another.
result of instability?
result of small sample imprecision and limited power?
Clark and McCracken (2006)

Predictability has declined sharply in some countries.
now much harder for multivariate models or professional
forecasts to beat univariate benchmarks
Campbell (2007), Clark and McCracken (2008), Faust and
Wright (2007)

outcome of better policy and optimal control?
Have unconditional forecast evaluations become less useful
for model and forecast evaluations?
Should we consider conditional forecasts? If so, how do we
evaluate them?
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